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Summary

I'm a Developer with a Full Stack Software Development Diploma from Code Institute. Proficient in HTML, CSS,
JavaScript, and Python, I'm seeking a collaborative team to advance my career in Software Development. With
over a decade of experience in diverse teams across multiple countries, I possess essential skills for effective
teamwork and adaptability. As an individual contributor, I'm known for high productivity and adept
problem-solving. I take great pride in delivering a high quality of work that stands the test of time.

Education

December 2022 - December 2023:
Code Institute Dublin, Ireland (Remote)

- Diploma in Full Stack Software Development

(Accredited by the UniversityWest of Scotland)

2009 - 2011: Easton College Norwich
- BTECNational Diploma in Sports Coaching and

Fitness

Technical Skills

Technologies:HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Python, JSX,

Django, API’s, Django-Rest-Framework, React

Version Control:Git, GitHub

Deployment:Github Pages, Heroku

Development:AgileMethodology, Kanban Boards,

User Stories, Milestones, Epi

Showcase Projects

Craft Social - Social media platform for skilled workers and tradesmen. Including a custom API backend.
Technologies Used: React, Python, JavaScript, JSX, CSS,Django Rest Framework, ElephantSQL, Cloudinary,

React-Bootstrap, Heroku, Automated Testing, Agile Design.

Backend Repo: https://github.com/mtmanning93/craft-api

Frontend Repo: https://github.com/mtmanning93/craft-front

API Deployed Site: https://craft-api-aeec93e46ff2.herokuapp.com/

AppDeployed Site: https://craftltd-6c672c6a814e.herokuapp.com/

Reach Reports - Condition reports written by climbers for climbers, blogging site.
Technologies Used: Python, JavaScript, HTML, CSS,Django, ElephantSQL, Cloudinary, Bootstrap5, Heroku,

Automated Testing, Agile Design.

GitHub: https://github.com/mtmanning93/reach_reports

Deployed Site: https://reach-reports.herokuapp.com/

Video JukeboX - A terminal based, back end, music video library app.
Technologies Used: Python, Heroku
GitHub: https://github.com/mtmanning93/yt-jukebox

Deployed Site: https://yt-jukebox.herokuapp.com/
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RPSLS - A game for all ages designed to aid in the decision making of something.
Technologies Used:HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript (vanilla, esversion6)

GitHub: https://github.com/mtmanning93/RPSLS

Deployed Site: https://github.com/mtmanning93/velo-workshop

Velo-Workshop - A static front-end site for an Interlaken based cycling mechanic.
Technologies Used: HTML5, CSS3

GitHub: https://github.com/mtmanning93/velo-workshop

Deployed Site: https://github.com/mtmanning93/velo-workshop

Work Experience

Rental & Service Technician
Alpia Sport - Winter Season 2019-Present

● Interacted with customers from diverse backgrounds and languages in a customer-facing environment.
● Utilised a booking system to facilitate transactions and maintain a customer database.
● Operated and maintained a variety of machinery and equipment.
● Employed expert techniques to ensure the precise and efficient repair of customer equipment.

Garten Help & Labourer
G.Bucher Gartenbau - Summer Season 2020-Present

As a skilled labourer, I contributed to the success of a small landscape gardening firm in Grindelwald, I oversaw
the following responsibilities:

● Operated heavy machinery, such as diggers and farm vehicles, to ensure efficient project completion.
● Managed and supervised colleagues' project work, serving as the primary point of contact for the

company owner.
● Made critical decisions to ensure project deadlines were met and quality standards were maintained.
● Maintained detailed daily work reports and material lists to support future invoicing.

Barista/ Cook
Airtime Café - 2018-2019

● Maintaining high standards for all food cooked and cakes baked.

● Manage time to ensure the cake display was never empty and preparation for following days was

complete.

● Create an enjoyable relaxing atmosphere for customers

Personal

Project Creator
Gone For Milk (non-profit) 2017-2019

From 2017 to 2019, I created and managed a small
non-profit called Gone For Milk. The project involved
creating and maintaining an ecommerce site,
building a social media presence, designing
eco-conscious merchandise, managing suppliers,
and marketing and selling the products. The profits
were used to financially support plastic-free
organisations around the world.

More information about the now inactive project and
its reach can be found at:
www.instagram.com/goneformilkgfm/

Interests

In my free time, I enjoy coding and have completed
free online courses to accompany my diploma. I
also assist my fellow students in resolving coding
issues in our Slack channels. When I'm not coding, I
pursue my passion for mountaineering, climbing,
and running in the mountains. In the winter, I enjoy
ice climbing and ski mountaineering.

Languages

English - Native
German - A2 (Currently enrolled in an online course)
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